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ABSTRACT: NoSQL databases are a very important for IT application to store the large amount of data. NoSQL 
wonder has taken the database and IT application world by tempest. Growth and penetration of NoSQL application has 
created an unprecedented database revolution. Many companies are migrating their  IT databases to NoSQL databases. 
There are many security solutions available for relational databases. As many companies are migrating their data to 
NoSQL data there should be security mechanism for NoSQL databases. The paper attempts to provide the reversible 
watermarking algorithm to provide security mechanisms for NoSQL databases. 
As reversible watermarking algorithm is already been discussed for relational databases but here we are using 
reversible watermarking technique  to provide security for NoSQL databases in terms of ownership protection and 
tamer proofing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

NoSQL databases are created for big data processing such as web application platform which consist of the 
web pages and development of social media websites. Big data are related to all aspects of human activity design, 
digital services, recording events to research etc. Some of the NoSQL databases are MongoDB, Hadoop-Hbases and 
CouchDB. It is given in [3] that hadoop is an open source framework through implementation of mapreduce and HDFS 
for handling big data.  

Some of the attributes of NoSql application to which the security is important are a)social websites stores 
sensitive and personal data which demands high level of security b)NoSQL databases like MongoDB had a previous 
instances of cyber attacks c)more usage of a distributed data like Hadoop. There for providing the security for NoSQL 
databases will help the readers in assessing security maturity of NoSQL databases. Here reversible watermarking 
technique is utilized to guarantee the security for enormous information which is put away in the NoSQL databases. 
The security is given as far as ownership protection and sealing for wide tamper proofing data formats. This type of 
watermarking tries to identify the source of the data leakage by tracing a guilty agent. Watermarking has the property 
that it can provide ownership protection over the digital content by making the data with watermark unique to the 
owner that is watermark is added to the user data if there is any violation then we can easily identify that our data is 
corrupted.  

II. RELATED WORK 
 

Irreversible watermarking technique was first used to secure  relational databases which is  proposed by 
Agrawal et al. in [1].The existing system is vulnerable to Data modification attack, Data injection attack, 
Authentication attack, these are some of the holes in the system. The first reversible watermarking scheme for 
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relational databases was proposed in which histogram expansion is used for reversible watermarking for relational 
databases. However these techniques are not robust against heavy attacks. 

In the existing system before embedding watermark information and after extracting the resultant quality of 
watermark information, is not acceptable for knowledge extraction process and there may be significant loss of 
watermarked information if there is no appropriate watermark bandwidth that ensures maximum watermark robustness. 
In the above technique authentication of data quality is done to keep track of the overhead of information.  However, 
this technique is not robust against heavy attacks. 

Prediction error expansion watermarking techniques [2], [3] are used for malicious attacks where water mark 
is embedded only in fractional parts of numerical features only. Here intension of the assailant is to protect the 
helpfulness of the information; otherwise he can easily compromise the data.  

Difference expansion watermarking technique uses a genetic algorithm is used in a proposed robust and 
reversible solution for relational databases [11]. The above algorithm drawbacks mentioned can be overcome 
minimizing distortions in the data, increasing watermark capacity and lowering the false positive rate. There for this 
watermark technique is used to increase the watermark capacity and minimize the distortion. Difference expansion 
watermarking techniques (DEW), [14], [16] perform transformation and exploit the methods of arithmetic 
transformation on numeric features. The watermark information is normally in the LSB of features of NoSQL 
databases which minimizes distortions. But here in reversible watermarking technique value is embedded in the 
selected features of the dataset by minimizing the distortion to preserve the data quality. Another technique [15] based 
on support vector regression and difference expansion to protect the databases from being tampered. These all 
techniques are used to provide the ownership protection. These techniques fail to detect any changes in the data and are 
vulnerable to modification attacks. 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 

Reversible watermarking techniques is used to ensure security in terms of ownership protection and tamper 
proofing for wide range of data formats. This reversible watermarking technique is already used to provide the security 
for relational databases. But here we are using this reversible watermarking technique to provide the security for 
NoSQL databases.  

The embedded watermark can subsequently be used for claiming and proving ownership. Unique watermark is 
used to mark the data by using digital content to provide the ownership protection. Here we need to preserve the data 
quality in watermarked data so that to get data sufficiently high quality and can used for future planning processes in 
different application domains. The data quality degradation can be overcome by using reversible watermarking 
technique by embedded watermark data along with recovery of original data. The drawback this technique is that loss 
of the data quality due to modifying the data to a very large extent. 

The watermark pre processing stage processes diverse parameters for computation of an optimal watermark. 
These parameters are utilized for watermark encoding and translating. The fundamental centre of watermark encoding 
stage is to embed watermark data so as to not influence the information quality. During watermark embedding, data 
gets balanced by available information transmission or capacity of the watermark information. To ensure the robustness 
the bandwidth of the watermark should be sufficiently large but not so large that that it affects the data quality. The data 
owner chooses the measure of information adjustment such that the quality is not compromised for a specific database 
application before hand and subsequently characterizes ease of use limitations to bring decent twisting into the 
information. Numerical components can be taken under consideration from any dataset and a reasonable element is 
resolved to embed watermark on the premise of common data. After watermarking, the information is discharged to the 
intended recipients over a correspondence channel that is thought to be insecure and termed as the "attacker channel" in 
this research domain. The information may experience a few malicious attacks in the attacker channel. The efficiency 
and effectiveness of reversible watermarking is depicted through robustness investigation controlled by its reaction to 
subset insertion, change and cancellation attacks. 

In this project we develop a Reversible watermarking solution for No SQL databases. No SQL data is 
watermarked using reversible watermarking scheme, so that we can identify the data theft, data alternation and ensure 
ownership right.  
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IV. OVERVIEW OF MODULES 
 

The below figure shows in which first data in the form of key, value pair is stored in the table which is present 
in NoSQL database then watermark is calculated using the HMAC-SHA1 algorithm and that watermark is embed with 
the data and stored in the different table in NoSQL database. Then again new watermark is calculated using the same 
algorithm. The old watermark is extracted from the data while retrieving is compared with the new watermark to check 
security violation. If both the watermarks are same then data is not corrupted if both the watermark mismatches then 
there is a security violation.    

 
The figure shown below contains four modules. 

 
 NoSQL Data Insertion: The data is inserted in a NoSQL database. NoSQL HBS database were primarily 

created to full fill the big data processing demands of Web application platforms that involved dynamic web 
pages and development of social media websites like Facebook and Yahoo. Data is taking as input and 
watermarked data into DB is taken as output. The first main process is Watermarked Data Insertion. 

 NoSQL Data Extraction: We extract the data information which was stored in NoSQL database. 
 Feature Extraction: The features of each data from NoSQL are extracted here. 
 Watermark Insertion: We can insert watermark concept on data’s in the NoSQL database. 

                     
 

 
 
                                                                                                         Fig 1: System architecture 
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V. PSEUDO CODE 
 
Step 1: Generate the key, value pair. 
Step 1: Store the key, value pair data in the different tables of NoSQL databases. 
Step 2: Calculate the watermark using HMAC-SHA1 algorithm (wm1). 
Step 3: Add the watermark to which is stored the step 2. 
Step 4: Store the data which is embedded with the watermark. 
Step 5: Calculate the new watermark using the HMAC-SHA1 algorithm that is wm2. 
Step 6: Extract the watermarked data from NoSQL databases. 
Step 7: Extract the watermark from the data. 
Step 8: Compare the new watermark calculated in the step 5 with watermark which is extracted in the step 7. 
               If (wm1=wm2) 
                          Data is secure  
              else  
                          Data is changed 

    Step 9: The repeat the same process for different tables. 
    Step 10: Make use of data which is secured. 
    Step 11: End 

 

VI. CONCLUSION  
 

In this paper we present and examine the new security problem for big data in NoSQL databases which aims 
to provide the security in terms of tamper proofing for wide range of data formats and ownership protection. We used a 
reversible watermarking algorithm to provide the security for NoSQL by using a unique watermark to mark the data 
and by using reversible watermarking technique which allows recovery of original data along with the embedded 
watermark information. Here Due to reversible watermarking technique data quality can be maintained, to reduce the 
distortions, and also able the recover the original data from the watermarked data. However watermarking technique is 
already been discussed for relational databases there for main contribution of this project is to provide the security for 
NoSQL databases. 
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